SOFTWARE ENGINEER OPPORTUNITY

Posting ID: E030016E030016
Company: Caesars Entertainment  
Job Title: Entry Level Software Engineer  
Position Type: Full-time  
College Major(s): Computer Science

Company Website: www.caesars.com
Work Location: Las Vegas
Salary: N/A
College Level(s): Graduates

Role and Responsibilities
- Responsible for Monitoring and Supporting Application Software
- Basic knowledge of planning, monitoring and reactive techniques and methodologies
- Demonstrate basic understanding of the systems and applications (including platforms and operating systems) while keeping track of current developments and trends
- Ability to analyze a problem from detailed specifications. Competent to work on simple and moderately complex systems
- Perform code review for others, in increasing levels of complexity
- Test Programs to determine if they perform as intended and may participate in installation of new programs
- Follow defined solutions with specific task instructions to complete coding
- Responsible for working with other program analysts, developers and testers to ensure proper implementation of software
- Documentations of program design, testing and supporting transitions
- Assist in tainting staff and users on new programs

Education
- Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or technical training equivalent
- 1-3 years programming experience, with analytical background preferred, proven technical and problem solving skills acquired through college courses and technical training and previous programming experience
- Working knowledge of one or more programming languages. General knowledge of multiple programming languages
- Proficient with application development techniques, SQL, Shel Scripting and Unix Operating Systems
- C Programming, Java Programming, DB2 Programming experience preferred

To Apply
Go to:  https://caesars.hodesiq.com/jobs/default.aspx?jobid=5214350